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Abstract: The main point of this paper is simulation focused on passive safety of manufacturing systems. 
The passive safety of manufacturing system is connected with smaller safety risk compared with another 
fields of industry (e.g. automotive passive safety, rail vehicles passive safety or terminal ballistics protec-
tion). The revolutions of manufacturing system could reach 10000 [rpm]. The tangential speed on the 
larger diameter of a manufacturing tool can be sometimes higher than a speed of rifle bullet. The safety 
risk during an accident is significant. The parts could exceed the safety barrier and they can cause fatal 
injury to the staff. The simulations, presented in this paper, are aimed to the problem of terminal ballistic 
where the experiment is complicated. The paper summarizes the findings from the field of injuries caused 
by machine tools. Statistics of injuries are described here as a possible starting point for determining the 
frequency of occurrence. As an interesting point of research is described evaluation of the safety risk 
caused by released machine parts. The two possible ways for numerical simulations are shown in this pa-
per. The first approach is the FE (finite elements) simulation. The second approach is SPH (smooth par-
ticle hydrodynamics) methodology. The advantages, disadvantages and applications of these methods are 
described at the end of the paper. The conclusions could represent the first step in simulations for safer 
structural design of machines. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 1 
 The aim of this article is the first research about pos-

sible simulations for passive safety of manufacturing 
systems. It is obvious than the passive safety of manufac-
turing system is connected with more significant safety 
risks than the ballistic of small pieces. The velocities and 
revolutions of machines increase in general. The future 
machines will be connected with new special problems 
and the passive safety could be one of them. The work is 
also motivated by demand of a producer who does not 
want be named (for obvious reasons). The discussed 
problem is in research connected with large grinders. The 
real experiment is very complicated and one possible 
solution for safety risk assessment is computer simula-
tion. This paper may give insight in possible methods of 
solution. The presented methods are well known but not 
widely used in this field. 

 
2.  ACCIDENTS IN MANUFACTURING 

INDUSTRY 
 

2.1. Accidents statistics 
Motivation to engage in prevention activities can be 

viewed as voluntary, incentive or coercive, with the first 
as a preferred source. An extensive cost classification is 
provided: prevention, accident and costs; fixed and vari-
able insurance costs; direct and indirect costs [9]. 
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The accidents occurrence in industry is object of 
more studies. Each accident is connected with losses. 
These losses are established only generally. An empirical 
study of the costs of occupational accidents was carried 
out during 1986-87 in 57 furniture companies in Finland, 
Norway and Sweden, employing 5,000 cabinet-makers. It 
covered 18 percent of the furniture manufacturing indus-
try from three countries. The cost analyses indicate that 
the company costs of participating firms in Finland were 
0.5%, in Norway 0.3% and in Sweden 0.2% of the total 
wages using the market pricing model [10].  

It is obvious than the economical cost is only one 
point of view. Nevertheless, the fatalities of employees 
still exist. The correct approach for initiation of research 
is a statistical evaluation.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Types of Accidents in Manufacturing Industry    
(source: [16]). 
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The present statistics are quite poor in this specific 
field. A lot of very complex and useful studies ar
ested in active safety for accident prevention (eg. [
and not in the passive safety for accident consequences 
reduction. The specific data are given by J
tic (Fig. 1.). Here is the injury caused 
quite common, but its occurrence is described
with injuries by falling object. Therefore,
tional value is still very low.  

 

2.2. Injuries from parts with significan
Despite the complicated statistical evaluability of the 

injuries (caused by flying parts), this kind of injury o
curs. The most significant occurrence of this kind of 
injury is probably connected with high
turing machines. The angle grinder is good example of 
source of fatal injuries as result of disc rapture. The most 
usual reason of the accident is the viola
turer's or safety instructions. 

The examples of fatal injury are avai
ture. It is possible to describe one of them. 
male was brought to emergency department with history 
of accidental neck injury with saw blade. On examin
tion, he was dead. While work of pipe cutting was in 
progress, the abrasive saw blade suddenly break and 
shattered in pieces. One piece penetrated
victim and another piece travelled in the air and injured 
the left arm of a 12 year child who was playing in the 
ground about 25 feet away from the site

The manufacturing tool rupture is not 
ble. This is not problem of angle grinder
than this type of accident can occur also 
different manufacturing machines. The accident
also caused by movement of a workpiece
frequent source of accidents. It is possible cite an exa
ple. A part weighting 900 lb. was thrown out of a 48" 
vertical lathe (Fig. 2). "Machine had made the first pass 
on top of the spindle and started to make the second pass 
and the part came out of the chuck. It was in constant 
surface footage and was speed was probably around 200 
to 250 rpm for the spindle." [17] 

 
3.  THE ACCIDENT CONDITIONS  
 

3.1. The parameters of accident 
The usual type of accident is relea

part. The final velocity in the time of impact 
initial conditions. The impact velocity can be established 
from   mass   of   the   part   and   revolutions 

 

 
Fig. 2. An example of industrial lathe accident
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statistics are quite poor in this specific 
A lot of very complex and useful studies are inter-

cident prevention (eg. [1]) 
and not in the passive safety for accident consequences 

ic data are given by Japanese statis-
caused by flying object 

described together 
Therefore, the informa-

with significant velocity 
Despite the complicated statistical evaluability of the 

injuries (caused by flying parts), this kind of injury oc-
curs. The most significant occurrence of this kind of 

h-speed manufac-
turing machines. The angle grinder is good example of a 

fatal injuries as result of disc rapture. The most 
usual reason of the accident is the violation of manufac-

available in litera-
ture. It is possible to describe one of them. A 35-year 

department with history 
of accidental neck injury with saw blade. On examina-
tion, he was dead. While work of pipe cutting was in 

uddenly break and 
penetrated the neck of the 

victim and another piece travelled in the air and injured 
the left arm of a 12 year child who was playing in the 

site [7]. 
rupture is not easy predicta-
angle grinder only. It is clear 

than this type of accident can occur also during usage of 
The accident could be 

workpiece. This is also a 
It is possible cite an exam-

thrown out of a 48" 
ad made the first pass 

on top of the spindle and started to make the second pass 
out of the chuck. It was in constant 

s probably around 200 

 

The usual type of accident is releasing of rotating 
l velocity in the time of impact is result of 

initial conditions. The impact velocity can be established 
revolutions   on  known 

 

ccident (source: [17]). 

diameter. Movement of specific part is
many parameters. The impact velocity is generally 
dictable. Neglecting air resistance allows to consider the 
kinetic energy constant. It is because t
released part is constant as well as the momentum. With 
this approach can be estimated the impact velocity for 
general use. The impact velocity is 150 m/s.
 
3.2. The impact physical phenomena

The main point of our research was 
pact. The impact is in classical mechanic contact problem 
of two or more bodies, with significant contact forces
which occurs in short time. The 
a greater effect than a lower force applied over longer 
time. The effect of impact depends 
velocity of bodies. The real solid body
plastic deformation during impact. The plastic behavior 
could be ignored or simplified in some specific enginee
ing problems (multibody modeling, 
sis). This approach is not applicable for 
impact with complicated elasto

The impact during higher velocity is usually connec
ed with large deformation. This 
this kind of simulations. The condition of small strain
suitable for linear statics analysis, is not valid for
with elasto-plastic behavior (composed from
behavior and plastic behavior). The material nonlinearity 
is also significant during the large deformations. Even 
the stress-strain characteristic of material is depended on 
the strain rate. Problem during simulations
nected with material failure and its elimination. The more 
detailed description is in paragraph 3.4

 
4.  THE THEORY BASE FOR SIMULATIONS
 

4.1. Theory of explicit FEM modelling
The beginnings of the development of explic

date back to the 1960s. At that time, such development 
took place mainly at universities. The HEMP program, 
whose code was freely accessible, 
today’s software packages. Explicit time integration is 
suitable for simulating proce
strains and changes in shape. It offers better represent
tion of the nonlinear behavior
Explicit solvers are generally better suited for problems 
with complex contact. Therefore, they are a good choice 
for solving collision problems, crashes, bullet penetr
tions, and similar tasks. 

The essence of an explicit code is Newton’s second 
law of motion. It is an equation of motion in the matrix 
form (1). This equation is defined for the given 
order to maintain equilibrium between dynamic forces, 
the relationships below must be met [
 

 { } [ ] {(1
tt FMa = −

 

Here, {��} denotes the acceleration vector (at time 
instant t), [�] ‒ mass matrix, 
forces acting on the body, and 
forces. 

Once the internal forces have been defined and some 
fundamental elements added, an equation for the numer
cal solution can be obtained in the following form (2). 

 

diameter. Movement of specific part is dependent on 
he impact velocity is generally pre-

. Neglecting air resistance allows to consider the 
It is because the mass of the 

released part is constant as well as the momentum. With 
e estimated the impact velocity for 

general use. The impact velocity is 150 m/s. 

phenomena 
of our research was to solve an im-

The impact is in classical mechanic contact problem 
with significant contact forces, 

in short time. The impact force usually has 
a greater effect than a lower force applied over longer 
time. The effect of impact depends highly on the relative 

bodies. The real solid body has an elastic and 
plastic deformation during impact. The plastic behavior 

plified in some specific engineer-
ultibody modeling, linear statics analy-

This approach is not applicable for higher velocity 
complicated elasto-plastic behavior.  

The impact during higher velocity is usually connect-
. This causes nonlinearity of 

The condition of small strain, 
suitable for linear statics analysis, is not valid for impact 

plastic behavior (composed from the elastic 
). The material nonlinearity 

is also significant during the large deformations. Even 
strain characteristic of material is depended on 

roblem during simulations is also con-
nected with material failure and its elimination. The more 

description is in paragraph 3.4. 

THE THEORY BASE FOR SIMULATIONS  

Theory of explicit FEM modelling 
The beginnings of the development of explicit solvers 

date back to the 1960s. At that time, such development 
took place mainly at universities. The HEMP program, 
whose code was freely accessible, was beginning for 
today’s software packages. Explicit time integration is 
suitable for simulating processes which involve large 
strains and changes in shape. It offers better representa-

 of materials, and failures. 
Explicit solvers are generally better suited for problems 
with complex contact. Therefore, they are a good choice 
or solving collision problems, crashes, bullet penetra-

The essence of an explicit code is Newton’s second 
law of motion. It is an equation of motion in the matrix 
form (1). This equation is defined for the given time. In 

aintain equilibrium between dynamic forces, 
the relationships below must be met [3]. 

} { })int
t

ext
t F− . (1) 

} denotes the acceleration vector (at time 
mass matrix, ����� ‒ vector of external 

forces acting on the body, and ����� ‒ vector of internal 

Once the internal forces have been defined and some 
fundamental elements added, an equation for the numeri-
cal solution can be obtained in the following form (2). 
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The element {Fhoug} was added to prevent the 
hourglassing effect, and {Fcnt} is a vector of contact 
forces. Furthermore, {σn} is an internal stress matrix, and 
[	] is a strain matrix. 
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Ω

int
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Solvers that use the explicit code are conditionally 

stable. This means that they are only stable under certain 
conditions, referring mainly to the time step size. This, in 
turn, is related to the propagation of stress waves through 
the material (see the following equation (3)). Here, c is 
the velocity of the wave propagating through the materi-
al, l is the characteristic size of an element, E is the mod-
ulus of elasticity, and ρ the density of the material. 
 

 
E

l
c

l
tt kritcomp

ρ==≤ .  (3) 

 
A great advantage of the explicit method is usage of 

elements with a single integration point. A downside is 
the reduced stability of computation. If an element de-
forms symmetrically, no corresponding change in inter-
nal energy takes place. Eventually, the computation leads 
to an imbalance between the kinetic and the internal 
energy of the system. This numerical error is known as 
hourglassing. The total energy must be controlled in 
dynamic calculations. The recognized critical threshold is 
an increase in the hourglassing energy above 5 % of the 
total energy of the system. In extreme cases with a signif-
icant hourglassing effect, the simulation run may even 
crash. Various methods are available to control 
hourglassing. 

 
4.2. Theory of SPH modelling 

The method Smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) 
was invented for study of non-axisymmetric phenomena 
in astrophysics by Lucy, Gingold and Monaghan in 1977. 
"We wanted a method that was easy to work with and 
could give reasonable accuracy. The SPH method satis-
fied these requirements. As a bonus we found the SPH 
was rugged, gave sensible answers in difficult situations, 
and could be extended to complicated physics without 
much trouble."[12]  

The SPH method is suitable for fluid flow and struc-
tural dynamics [2]. It is because this method can use the 
Lagrangian (useful for dynamic of solid description, with 
small movement of particles) or the Eulerian description 
(useful for dynamic of fluid description, with large 
movement of particles). The Lagrangian L for the non-
dissipative motion of a fluid in a potential Φ(r) per unit 
mass is [13]:  
 

 ( )∫ 






 Φ−ρ−ρ= drsuvL ,
2

1 2 , (4) 

 
where v is the velocity, u the thermal energy per unit 
mass, ρ the density and s is the entropy. The Euler equa-

tions are the equations for the rates of change of velocity, 
density and position, namely, [13] 
 

 11 −+∇
ρ

−= gP
dt

dv
; (5) 

 

 v
dt

d ⋅∇ρ−=ρ
; (6) 

 

 v
dt

dr = , (7) 

 
where v is the velocity, ρ the density, P the pressure and 
g is the body force per unit mass. 

The SPH is a mesh-free method for simulation of 
continuum mechanics, where properties can be interpo-
lated within a certain range. The first fundamental formu-
la is the Kernel approximation. 
  

 ( ) ( ) ( )∫ −= ','' dxhxxWxfxf , (8) 

 

 ( ) ( ) ( )∫ −∇=∇ ','' dxhxxWxfxf , (9) 

  
where h is the smoothing length and W ‒ smoothing 
function. The interpolation points are identified with the 
particles with a specified mass. The FE connectivity is 
replaced by dynamic searching of the nearest neighbor. 
There is no need for numerical evaluation of partial 
derivates as with most other methods, but is necessarily 
to use normalized function. 
 

 
( ) ( ) hxxxxWdxhxxW κ>−=−−−∫ ';0';1',' . (10) 

 
The delta function property (from eq. (10)) can be de-

scribed as position function. The particles begin to inter-
act after their smoothing lengths are in penetration. 

The numerical discretization of hyperbolic (transport) 
equations will results in non-smooth distribution of pres-
sure and velocities. To prevent this problem with stabil-
ity, an artificial viscosity may be added. This is quite 
similar problem like hourglassing by explicit FEM (para-
graph 3.2). The formulation of artificial viscosity is: 
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where α and β are optional coefficients. The formulation 
for the Monaghan-Gingold viscosity is dissipation term 
within governing equation: 
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+
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4.3. Material models 

The pressure-volume behaviour was defined by a 
polynomial equation of state. In the equation, the pres-
sure p was a function of the parameter µ. 
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CCCCp

⋅µ⋅+µ⋅++

+µ⋅+µ⋅α⋅+µ⋅+=
 (13) 

  

Here, µ = ρ / (ρ0 − 1), C0…C6 are material constants, 
Ei is internal energy and the coefficient α is equal to zero 
when µ < 0. Some of the material constants can be de-
rived from fundamental properties of the material, such 
as volume compressibility, whereas others can be mod-
eled on equivalent terms of the relevant shock equation 
of state [5]. A comparison between the shock and poly-
nomial equations of state is given in paper [15] as one of 
its topics.  

The plastic behavior is defined by the Johnson-Cook 
model [6]. The stress equation is as follows. 
 

 
( ) ( ) ( )CM

C
C
PBAy TCCC N −⋅ε⋅+⋅ε⋅+=σ 1ln1 ɺɺ . (14) 

 
Here, T = (T − Troom)/(Tmelt − Troom), Troom denotes am-

bient temperature, Tmelt is the melting temperature, εp is 
the equivalent plastic strain, ε denotes dimensionless 
plastic strain, and CA, CB, CN, CC and CM are the Johnson-
Cook model coefficients for the particular material, 
which are available in literature [11]. 

The first failure criterion used was the maximum 
plastic strain criterion for element elimination. When the 
limit value is exceeded, the particular element is practi-
cally eliminated by reducing its modulus of elasticity to a 
negligible value. The limit value is determined by the 
properties of the material. The second failure criterion 
involved the deviatoric stress tensor. This criterion does 
not affect the volumetric dependence of stress on strain. 
The total stress is found from the following equation. 
 
 ( )( ) opd σε−=σ 1 . (15) 

 
Here,  is the damage full stress tensor, d(εp) denotes 

the isotropic scalar damage function, and εp represents 
plastic strain. 

 
5.  THE SIMULATIONS 
 

5.1. Pam-Shock solver 
PAM-SHOCK is an FEM solver which is part of the 

software package VPS (Virtual Performance Solution) 
from ESI Group. [14] The software is used for impact 
and shock simulations and safety assessment. This pack-
age is very close to Pam-Crash solver, widely used in the 
automotive industry [14]. 

The software Pam-Crash development has continued 
since 1978 and is connected with the early car crash 
simulations. Based on the finite element method (FEM), 
it supports complex-geometry models with a variety of 
element types. It also offers a wide range of linear and 
nonlinear materials, including visco-plastic, foam and 
multi-layer composites, and failure models [4]. 

As it relies on the explicit formulation in FEM, it is 
suitable for nonlinear problems with large numbers of 
contacts (relying mainly on the penalty algorithm). 

This software was selected on the basis of references 
from the defense sector and its ability to solve problems 
involving the performance of munitions with respect to 
explosion, cratering, and simulation of kinetic energy 
penetrators. 

 
5.2. The FE and SPH models 

The linear quadratic elements with eight nodes are 
used for the FE mesh model creation. The average size of 
the elements in example shown below was about 0.4 mm. 
The SPH body was created by conversion from FE mesh. 
The SPH particle are created in center of FE elements. 
Therefore, the conformity of fineness is expected (by the 
same distance between particles 0.4 mm). It is necessary 
to consider that a uniform order (form uniform FE mesh) 
is not suitable in some cases for SPH method (tensile 
instability). But because of comparability is despite used. 
The used material model is denoted as “Johnson-Cook 
Model for Solid Elements and SPH”. The model behav-
ior is the same for both methods. The specific material 
parameters were based on combination of data taken 
from the literature and data from software JMmatPro. 
The behavior during high velocity and high temperature 
impact was validated by ballistics experiments (see [8]). 

The model consist from two bodies. The first body 
represents the sheet with thickness 4 mm. This body is 
based on FE mesh only (Fig. 3). The material of first part 
is steel S355 (Czech Standard designation CSN 11523). 
The second body represent the flying piece with basic 
dimensions 5 × 5 × 20 mm. This piece is created by FE 
mesh and by SPH approach with the same material mod-
el. 

For the second part the tree materials (lead, steel 
hardox 500, ceramics) are considered. This approach 
gives the possibility to compare behavior of different 
materials with usage of method FEM and SPH.  

The border nodes of first part (sheet) had fixed dis-
placement in direction of second part (flying piece) 
movement. The translational initial velocity of second 
part is 150 m/s. This velocity is selected as a tangential 
speed of grindstone. The non-symmetric contact between 

 

 
                        a                                         b  
 

Fig. 3. The prepared models: a – FEM mesh (general view);       
b – Detail on SPH. 
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parts is used (first part as slave). The contact thic
set approximately as half of length between SPH part
cles 0.2 mm. The nonlinear penalty stiffness is set (stif
ness parameter 10). The time of solved problem
is 0.5 ms. The time-step moves between 0.8e
solution and 0.95e−6 ms for solution with SPH impleme
tation.   
 
5.3. Simulations 

The first expected result is a computation time costs 
comparison. It is obvious, that the SPH method takes 
significantly more time comparing to 
From the elapsed times comparison should be assumed, 
than the SPH method takes six times m
elapsed time for computation with material lead is for 
FEM 2.5 min. and for SPH 18.6 min
problem. 

The comparision of results for different materials
the main point of simulations. It is obvious
results for softer materials report better conformity. The 
best conformity of results is visible for
with lead material (see Fig. 4). The SPH behavior is 
connected with little different wave propagation
kind of solved problem. The resultant difference is vis
ble for more brittle materials where problems with failure 
criterions can occur. 

The FE simulations for brittle materials are connected 
with different kind of problems. The damage occurs
during very small strain. The damaged elements 
their mechanical properties. This cause
problems of simulations with negative volumes and mesh 
collapse. In this case the anti-collapse contact could give 
only a partial solution. In some terminal ballistic pro
lems is the element elimination acceptable. It is clear 
than in the actually solved FE task will be problem with 
mass losses which could reach 25% of initial mass
(Fig. 5).  

The FE method gives the beast results for the hard 
abrasion resistant steel Hardox. During the assumed 
velocity is the deformation of impacting part under limit 
for elements elimination. Therefore the results are not 
affected by the mass losses. The plastic deformation of 
impacted sheet (made from steel S355)
as very preliminary result. This result suggest
possibility of sheet rapture by small piece (see F
This approach will be applicable on real models
 

 
                        a                                         
 
Fig. 4. The resultant deformation of lead part

b – SPH method. 
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parts is used (first part as slave). The contact thickness is 
length between SPH parti-

2 mm. The nonlinear penalty stiffness is set (stiff-
e time of solved problem duration 

step moves between 0.8e-5 ms for FE 
ms for solution with SPH implemen-

computation time costs 
the SPH method takes 

comparing to the FE method. 
From the elapsed times comparison should be assumed, 
than the SPH method takes six times more time (e.g. 

with material lead is for 
6 min) for this simple 

of results for different materials is 
the main point of simulations. It is obvious, than the 

softer materials report better conformity. The 
results is visible for the simulation 

). The SPH behavior is 
wave propagation in this 

. The resultant difference is visi-
ble for more brittle materials where problems with failure 

imulations for brittle materials are connected 
nt kind of problems. The damage occurs 

during very small strain. The damaged elements lose 
This causes the stability 

with negative volumes and mesh 
collapse contact could give 

terminal ballistic prob-
acceptable. It is clear 

than in the actually solved FE task will be problem with 
mass losses which could reach 25% of initial mass    

The FE method gives the beast results for the hard 
. During the assumed 

the deformation of impacting part under limit 
for elements elimination. Therefore the results are not 

he plastic deformation of 
impacted sheet (made from steel S355) could be shown 

. This result suggests smaller 
pture by small piece (see Fig. 6). 

on real models.   

 

                                        b  

The resultant deformation of lead part: a – FE method;   

 
        0.015 ms              0.030 ms             0.045 ms
 

 
        0.060 ms              0.075 ms             0.0
 

Fig. 5. The FE simulation of impact connected 
with mass losses

 
 

 
Fig. 6. The preliminary result of plastic strain for impac

ed sheet (made from 

 
6.  CONCLUSIONS 
 

The numerical simulations for assessment of passive 
safety of manufacturing systems are presented in this 
study. The solution of terminal ballistic problems is very 
specific for this field but can found application 
Some results of FE and SPH method

It is obvious than the SPH method takes more comp
tation time (in solved problem approximately six times 
more). The good conformity of FE and SPH results is 
observed for lead material. As expected the SPH 
has no problem with mesh collapse in contrast with 
FEM. Unfortunately, some problems occurs for SPH 
method application on the brittle material
4.3). It is shown, that usage of FEM could be problematic
because of mesh collapse. In futu
implement new knowledge from usage of SPH method 
for brittle materials. 

The applicability of FE method would be seen from 
last part of this paper. The impact of two steel materials
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0.015 ms              0.030 ms             0.045 ms 

 

ms             0.090 ms 

The FE simulation of impact connected                      
with mass losses. 

 

The preliminary result of plastic strain for impact-
ed sheet (made from steel S355). 

The numerical simulations for assessment of passive 
safety of manufacturing systems are presented in this 

The solution of terminal ballistic problems is very 
can found application in future. 

results of FE and SPH methods are shown. 
us than the SPH method takes more compu-

tation time (in solved problem approximately six times 
conformity of FE and SPH results is 

As expected the SPH method 
has no problem with mesh collapse in contrast with 

some problems occurs for SPH 
method application on the brittle material (see paragraph 

usage of FEM could be problematic 
. In future will be possible to 

implement new knowledge from usage of SPH method 

of FE method would be seen from 
impact of two steel materials 
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is there described. There is also shown some preliminary 
result of part made from Hardox steel.  
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